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Observation of dust Coulomb clusters in a plasma trap
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The formation of ordered quasi-two-dimensional Coulomb clusters of negatively charged dust particles with
particle numberN, from a few to 791 in a cylindrical plasma trap, are demonstrated. For smallN, particles are
alternately packed in concentric shells with periodically oscillating occupation numbers asN increases. The
thermal induced collective excitations are dominated by the intershell angular motions. For largeN, the large
triangular core surrounded by a few outer circular shells appears and supports vortexlike excitations, which
induce uniform and isotropic motions. The observed behaviors are generic and similar to the predictions by
other more ideal models with the same symmetry.@S1063-651X~98!51412-2#

PACS number~s!: 52.90.1z, 61.72.Ff, 82.70.Dd
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The two-dimensional~2D! strongly coupled Coulomb
cluster~SCCC! with small N is a mesocopic nonlinear sys
tem with finite degrees of freedom, which exhibits rich m
croscopic structures and collective excitations. It is als
model system for theclassical atomsproposed by J. J
Thomson with a small number of electrons embedded i
uniform neutralizing ion background, which generates pa
bolic confining potential@1#. The electrons on the liquid He
surface and in the semiconductor quantum dot systems@2,3#,
and the flux lines in the superconductors and superfluids,
other examples sharing some similar features@4–6#. The re-
cent theoretical studies indicate that the mutual Coulomb
pulsion and the central confining field lead to the competit
between the triangular lattice and circular shells associa
with intrinsic defects for a 2D circular symmetric system
Regardless of the detailed interaction form, the generic pa
ing behaviors, and anisotropic collective excitations un
this symmetry have been predicted@7–10#. Nevertheless, to
our knowledge, the structures and motions for the
SCCC’s at differentN have never been systematically stu
ied in laboratories.

On the other hand, in a dusty plasma, the suspended
particles can be strongly coupled due to their large char
(;104 electrons permm-sized dust!. As predicted by Ikezi
@11#, large volume dust crystals~with sub-mm lattice con-
stant! and liquid states exhibiting interesting structures a
motions have been directly observed at room temperatur
recent experiments@12–17#. Quasi-2D hexagonal crystal
can also be induced under the vertical ion flow@16,17#. Test-
ing the formation and generic behaviors of dust clusters
small N, and the transition to largeN, is certainly an inter-
esting issue from the point of view of a classical Wign
crystal. In this work, using a cylindrical plasma trap th
confines strongly chargedmm-sized dust particles, we dem
onstrate the formation of quasi-2D SCCC’s withN up to 791.
Our findings of the shell structures, the alternate packing
different shells, the classical periodic table, the angular m
tion dominated excitations at smallN, and the transition to
the triangular lattice, with vortexlike excitations surround
by the outer circular shells at largeN, give the first direct
experimental evidence of the theoretical predictions.

A cylindrical rf glow discharge system with 9-cm diam
eter and 4.5-cm height for our previous large volume d
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crystal experiment is modified for this experiment@12#. In-
stead of the large radius groove in our previous experim
a hollow coaxial cylinder with 3-cm diameter and 1.5-c
height is put on the bottom electrode to confine dust partic
in the weakly ionized glow discharge generated in Ar a
few hundred mTorr using a 14-MHz rf power system. Op
ating at very low rf power~,0.5 W! makes the nonuniform
dark space~i.e., the boundary layer!, which is adjacent to the
cylinder wall and supports outward radial space charge fi
quite thick. It leaves a small glow region with uniform
plasma density (ne;109 cm23), and a few mm diameter in
the center of the trap. Introducing 5-mm-diameter polysty-
rene particles to the glow sucks some electrons out
leaves an ion-rich background. Its space-charge field c
fines dust particles in the center uniform region. Decreas
rf power can increase the dark space width and, in tu
reduce the diameter of the cluster. Similarly to our previo
experiments@5,6#, ions flow downward from the glow abov
the cluster. It induces dipole interaction and causes the
mation of vertical dust particle chains~each containing abou
5–20 particles!, even up to the cluster radial boundary. T
chain only moves horizontally. The system can be treated
a quasi-2D system. The particle~chain! positions in the hori-
zontal middle plane are monitored by a charge-coupl
device camera to investigate the 2D packing and moti
Figure 1 shows a few typical microimages of clusters up
largeN with 1

30 sec exposure time.
For the system with smallN, particles are located in con

centric shells. Figure 2~a! shows a series of typical observe
cluster configurations through the triangulation process aN
increases. The state (N1 ,N2 ,N3 ,...) hasN1 ,N2 ,N3 ,... par-
ticles in different shells from the center. ForN53, 4, and 5,
the polygons coaxial with the circular trap are formed. F
N56, a particle appears at the center of the pentagon to f
a two-shell structure. IncreasingN from 7 to 16 causes the
alternative increase ofN2 by one, first whenDN155 (DNi
5Ni 112Ni), and then the increase ofN1 by one until both
shells are full~i.e., N155 andN2511!. It suggests that the
enlargement of one shell after adding one particle provi
space for the adjacent shell to add the next particle.DN1
fluctuates between 5 and 6 alternately. ForN517, the third
shell appears. It forms a~1,5,11! structure. For the structure
with three shells, similar filling processes are observ
R6947 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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(DN1 ,DN2) follows the periodic sequence of~5,6!-~6,5!-
~6,6! as N increases one by one from 19 to 30. Figure
shows the alternate packing in different shells and the p
odic oscillation of Ni as N increases. It corresponds to
classical periodic table. Unlike thequantum atoms, in which
the addition of electrons is only allowed in the outer orb
our packing sequence is generic and similar to the Mo
Carlo simulation for 2D electrons in a parabolic confini
well ~i.e., a field generated by a uniform frozen ion bac
ground!, except thatNi may deviate by one forN larger than
16 @7–9#. Many states predicted by the above model w
similar energies such as~1,8!, ~1,8,13!, ~1,8,14!, ~3,9,13!,
etc. have also been observed in our experiment@7#.

To understand the generic structures, three typical e
librium states with differentN1 are obtained from our 2D
molecular dynamics~MD! simulation at zero temperature
with weak linear damping, a parabolic confining potenti
and unshielded Coulomb repulsion@Fig. 2~b!#. They are
quite similar to our experimental results. For an infinite 2
system, with mutual Coulomb repulsion, particles should
at the triangular lattice sites shown in the background@9#.
However, for a finiteN system, the addition of the radia
confining force tends to bend the lattice and form circu
shell structures. The bending causes large strain energy
pecially when the radius of the curvature is small@9#. For
structures with two, three, and four particles in the first sh
the particles of the second shell sit between a circular r
and a triangular lattice boundary. For example, the sec
shell is elliptical for the~2,8! state~Fig. 2!. For the structures
with three or four shells, only the outmost shell is mo
circular. The inner parts are more triangularlike to redu
strain energy. If some magic combinations for the inn
shells such as~1,6!, ~2,8!, ~3,9!, ~4,10!, ~1,6,12!, etc. can be
reached, the inner part forms defect-free sixfold packing@7#.
Besides the threefold defects along the outmost shell~a par-
ticle on the unbended edge of a triangular lattice should h

FIG. 1. Snapshots of the microimages of the typical clus
structure at differentN. For displaying purposes, the scales are
the same for the pictures. The typical interparticle spacing is
tween 0.3 and 0.7 mm.
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four bonds!, the unpaired intrinsic fivefold and sevenfold d
fects mainly stay around the second outmost shell if the o
most shell does not have six particles more than the adja
shell @e.g., the 5-7-5 defects in the lower part of the~3,9,14!
states in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#.

This strongly coupled system supports many interest
thermally induced collective excitations. Under the sh

r
t
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FIG. 2. ~a! Typical snapshots of the triangulated cluster config
rations observed at differentN. The gray circles are drawn an
triangulations are made for reference.~b! Three typical structures
from the 2D MD simulation with unshield Coulomb repulsion, in
parabolic circular well. The triangular lattices are plotted as ref
ences to illustrate the bending from the central confining force
~a! and~b!, the small triangles and squares in a few images are
fivefold and sevenfold disclination defects, respectively.

FIG. 3. Occupation numberNi vs N, showing the alternate pack
ing to different shells and the periodic oscillation ofNi .
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structure, induced by circular system symmetry, the coll
tive intershell angular excitations predominate over other
citations, such as intrashell angular and radial motion, ra
vibration of the whole cluster relative to the confining cent
radial breathing, etc.@7,8,10#. It also makes the system ac
cess different states with different topologies. Figure 4 gi
an experimental example of the time evolution of t
~2,8,13! structure. The elongated trajectories and the diff
ent angular displacements for different shells manifest ea
intershell angular motion than radial motion. The sequen
snapshots with triangulation show the relative particle a
defect~only the fivefold and sevenfold defects are marke!
positions. The intershell and intrashell angular excitatio
associated with the slight radial vibration cause the gen
tion, annihilation, circulation, and relative motions of th
fivefold and
sevenfold defects mainly around the~2,8! core. It accesses
states with a few different topologies but similar energi
There are three stable or metastable defect configurati
single fivefold defect~at 33 s!, a connected 5-7-5 defect clus
ter ~e.g., at 0, 25, and 38 s!, and a 5-7 defect pair with
another fivefold defect separated by one dust particle~e.g., at
4, 8, 10, 28 s, etc.! around the second shell. Usually, th
center two particles line up with their neighboring particl
in the second shell. The 5 and 7 defects only tempor
reach the center core during the switching of the alignm
~e.g., from alignmenta-b-c-d to a8-b8-c-d at 6 s!. Namely,
the small~2,8! core with full sixfold packing is quite robust
The intershell rotation is much harder to thermally exc
than the intershell vibration between the first two shells.

As N becomes larger, the second-outermost shell also
comes piecewise circular, due to the lower bending energ
a larger radius@Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. The particles in the inne
regions sit mainly in a more uniform and isotropic triangu
lattice environment and feel a weaker boundary effect. T
mean nearest neighbor separationa, measured from the firs

FIG. 4. ~a! Evolution of the~2,8,13! state. The motion is domi-
nated by the thermally induced intershell angular vibration and
tation as shown in the inset with 20 s exposure time, which m
the system visit microstates with different associated fivefold~tri-
angle! and sevenfold~square! defect combinations.
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peak position of the pair correlation function, is uniform
the inner region, and only increases up to about 10%
radius 0.7R,r ,R. In the absence of the shell structure, t
angular motion is no longer more preferred in the inner
gion. The vortex-type excitations, similar to our previo
large-volume dusty plasma, are recovered@Figs. 5~c! and
5~d!# @5,6#. The excitations are quite uniform and isotrop
except for the outermost shell@see the insets of Figs. 5~c! and
5~d! for long time trajectories accumulated over many ex
tations#. In addition to the unpaired intrinsic threefold an
fivefold defects, due to lattice bending in the outer circu
shells, the vortex-type excitations also generate free dislo
tions with paired fivefold and sevenfold defects in the inn
region@the state in Fig. 5~b! is hotter than in 5~a! due to the
higher rf power, and shows more thermal defects#. The ex-
citations also cause the competition between the straight
tice and the circular outer shells, and the temporal invas
of the straight lattice to various regions in outer shells@Figs.
5~a! and 5~b!#.

Regardless of the complications, such as the De
shielding from the unfrozen plasma background~the Debye
length is of about the same order as the interdust dista!
and the contribution from the particles along the vertic
chains, the generic behaviors, such as the shell structu
alternate packing, periodic oscillation ofNi , and collective
excitations observed, are quite similar to the predictions fr
the 2D models with unshielded Coulomb repulsions in
parabolic potential well@7–10#. It suggests that the circula
system symmetry and mutual repulsion are the key fac
determining the generic behaviors@9#. The detailed interac-
tion forms have minor effects. Our recent MD simulatio
with different interaction forms also support this argume
For example, the harder core repulsion~e.g., Yukawa-type
interaction! reducesDNi for the outer shells by one or two
The trend is reversed if the confining potential has additio

-
e

FIG. 5. ~a! and~b!. Triangulated configurations for the two typ
cal largeN states. The triangles and squares represent the five
and sevenfold defects, respectively.~c! and ~d!. Trajectories show-
ing the vortex-like excitation. The insets with longer exposure ti
show that the isotropic random trajectories accumulated from
random-phase isotropic vortex excitations.
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quadratic or higher order terms that make the poten
steeper in the outer region@18#.

In conclusion, we introduce our small plasma trap, wh
confines quasi-2D dust SCCC’s with a wide range ofN. For
small N, particles are located in concentric shells. The co
petition between the central force and the mutual repuls
leads to the alternate packing in different shells and the
riodic oscillation ofNi asN increases, and the formation o
the circular outermost shell and the less circular inner she
The angular motion dominated excitations under the s
structure make the system visit similar energy states w
different defect topologies. The small core with magic pa
ing number is robust and leaves the defects in the surrou
l

-
n
e-

s.
ll
h
-
d-

ing region. For largeN, the number of circular shells sur
rounding the large triangular inner lattice slightly increas
Away from the boundary, the particle motions are unifor
and isotropic due to the vortex-like excitations. Sharing
same symmetry, the generic behaviors of our system
similar to the predictions by models with uniform froze
neutralizing ions, although our neutralizing background h
moving electrons and ions, and there are other complicat
from the vertical chains and the slightly stronger inwa
force, due to the slight excess of ions in the glow bounda
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